
 

Tender Specification 

Socket pressure pipes egeMDR with an axially force-locking socket, SLM® version 

 

Preliminary note: 

 

Socket pressure pipe egeMDR, SLM® version, for installations without sand bed; for drinking water; in 

accordance with DIN 8074/8075, DIN EN 12201; verified in accordance with both DIN 8075 and DVGW 

GW 335 Part A2; made of PE 100-RC in accordance with PAS 1075; pipes with dimensions according to 

DIN 8074 with an outer protective layer, consisting of a core pipe made of PE 100-RC, black, and an 

additional protective layer made of polyolefin, with yellow-green stripes; pipe-ends stripped on length of 

insertion and chamfered in the factory. 

 

Pipe with a welded and axially force-locking socket made of a single coupler with short transition piece; 

joint body verified in accordance with DVGW GW 335 Part B2. 

A valid DVGW certificate for pipes and socket for the medium drinking water is available. 

The piping is to be stored and transported on the building site in compliance with the KRV guidelines. 

 

Product: Socket pressure pipe egeMDR, SLM® version 

 for drinking water 

Manufacturer: egeplast international GmbH 

 Robert-Bosch-Str. 7 

 D-48268 Greven 

 Tel.: +49.2575.9710-0 

 Fax: +49.2575.9710-110 

 e-mail: info@egeplast.de 

 http://www.egeplast.de 

 

Specification of services: Socket pressure pipe egeMDR, SLM® version  

 for drinking water 

 made of PE 100-RC, with an axially force-locking socket 

OD________mm, SDR _____ 

delivered as straight lengths of 6 / 12 m 

  

Deliver_______ running metres and install according to DIN and appropriate installation guidelines as 

drinking water pipe: ______________ € / running metre 

 

 

 

 



 

 

egeMDR socket elbow PE 100-RC, seamless, with a single-sided and axially force-locking socket,  

lip-seal 3S, OD_____ mm, SDR _____,  

15°, 30° or 45°  

 

____________€/piece. 

 

egeMDR socket elbow PE 100-RC, seamless, with a single-sided and axially force-locking socket,  

lip-seal 3S, OD_____ mm, SDR _____,  

60° or 90°  

 

____________€/piece. 

 

egeMDR double socket elbow PE 100-RC, seamless, with a double-sided and axially force-locking socket, 

lip-seal 3S, OD_____ mm, SDR _____,  

15°, 30° or 45°  

 

____________€/piece. 

 

egeMDR double socket elbow PE 100-RC, seamless, with a double-sided and axially force-locking socket, 

lip-seal 3S, OD_____ mm, SDR _____,  

60° or 90°  

 

____________€/piece. 

 

egeMDR socket-tee PE 100, with an all-sided axially force-locking socket, lip-seal 3S,  

OD_____ mm, SDR _____ 

 

____________€/piece. 

 

egeMDR socket-tee PE 100, reduced, with an all-sided axially force-locking socket, lip-seal 3S,  

OD_____ mm, SDR _____ 

 

____________€/piece. 

 

Double socket made of PE 100-RC, with an axially force-locking socket, lip-seal 3S, OD_____ mm,  

SDR _____  

 

____________€/piece. 

 

 

 

 



 

Flanged socket made of PE 100-RC, with an axially force-locking socket, lip-seal 3S, with a welded HP-

flange drilled in accordance to EN 1092-1, PN 10, DN/OD_____ mm, SDR _____,  

 

____________€/piece. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


